Annnnnnd here we go. I don't really want to think about all this, because I'd rather sit in a stupor and ponder the awesomeness of Apple's iphone, but I guess wind's fine too. Not WinD, mind you—wind. WinD's a bunch of bastards. Killer lolis. Hah. Anyway. Wind. Sun. Tahoe. Yes, that's where I'd say everything comes together. Or perhaps a ways away, out in the wilderness between small towns, in a small lodge by a creek across the street from a small woods. Horses. Ducks. Trees. The sunset makes everything black, and the stream gurgles along, the wind 

Tahoe. It's a place of casinos, to me, and I hate it for that. Yet once I get out from the cities, or perhaps into California, there's quiet and peace. Rural lodges. Beaches. And beaches with chipmunks and pine trees... and white rocks. Bishop tuft or something? Yellow jackets, an awesome breed of wasp. I wonder why my dad hates them so. But... the lake, all blue, glimmers in the summer light, and the wind carries boats and the people on them across its expanse. Tahoe. Beach. Nevada beach. A good memory. Terrible toilets, though.

Now, what do the wind and Tahoe have to do with eachother? Not a whole lot in theory. But AIR, AIR, the one thing that binds all together, the show of summer and warm atmosphere, it lionizes the season I hated the most and turns it into an enchanting time of romantic clouds and loving rays of sun... I dislike heat, but at Tahoe it's bearable. I want to be there, and hungry, and lie down by the water, and live out the most retarded fantasy ever. AIR. Who am I kidding? It would be awesome. I could take pictures, and point, and say, "this is why I like AIR"

Let's go to Tahoe. I want to ask my dad again this year. I'd like to go more than once a year, perhaps more than once a summer. I'm not sure I'd like it in the winter, and it would surely mess with my imagination and image of the place... it might disillusion me. There's no magic spell cast there, I know, but if I could step onto the beach and say to myself, "The 1000th Summer~" I think I'd be ready for anything. I'd have experienced all that I need. But it's not that Tahoe reminds me of AIR and that AIR is so important to me... rather that AIR has made me realize various qualities that Tahoe possesses are such—qualities.

Oh, to look upon those purple meadows and see the wind rummage through their multicolor weedlike flowers.To sigh as the wind caresses. To shiver as the wind hits, and then again as the warmth of the sun strikes. To be in a constant temperature changed by the two most natural factors: a cold breeze and a warm sun. To be there, amidst some sort of semi-nature, with people yet without them, with birds and trees and the aforementioned sun and wind... is that not all a person could want? I could ditch computers, were it to take up a life in Tahoe. A life of eternal summer in Tahoe.
